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The Secret Teachings of the Vedas provides one of the best reviews of ancient Eastern philosophy
and summarizes some of the most elevated and important of all spiritual knowledge. This timeless
and enlightening information is explained in a clear and concise way and is essential for all who
want to increase their spiritual understanding and awareness. This is a book that can give you a
new perspective of who you are and where you fit into the scheme of things. Is This Book For You?
Yes,if you want to understand: the science of the soul and the eternal characteristics of your real
spiritual identity; the scientific evidence that indicates consciousness is separate from, but interacts
with, the body; how to attain the highest happiness and freedom from the cause of suffering; the real
unity between us all which is beyond bodily identification; reincarnation and how to determine what
your next life will be by the actions you perform and the consciousness you develop; reincarnation
found in Christianity; life after death--heaven, hell, or beyond; the law of karma and how you
accumulate good or bad karma that will affect your future; how residents of a country collectively
create national karma; what is the spiritual realm as described in the Vedic texts; the nature of the
Absolute Truth--personal God or impersonal force; how to recognize the existence of the Supreme;
why we exist at all; and much more. There is also an explanation of what the Vedas are, how they
were compiled, and how they have influenced Western culture for many years. This book supplies
the straightforward answers to questions that are not resolved in other religions or philosophies, and
condenses information from a wide variety of sources that would take a person years to assemble. It
also uses many quotations from numerous Vedic texts that will show you the lofty insight and
wisdom they have held for thousands of years.
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Stephen Knapp's book focus on eastern answers to the mysterious horizons explaining the theories
about the universe, the souls, life after death and the ideas of the Absolute Lord. It's an indepth
introduction to vedic teachings. The easter philosophy is well explained with Chapters one to four
giving clear insights into who and what is your real identity and vedas give an understand as to what
life really is. Chapters Two and three explain how vedas influence great men of the decade and the
vedic background info of its compilation. Fifth chapter focus on Law of Karma and reincarnation.
The sixth chapter is on reincarnation of different lives in different bodies. Chapter seven describes a
little about universe structure and heaven n hell. Chapter eight reveals the evolution theory and
vedic spiritual growth with a cycle of repeated birth and death. Chapter nine gives an insight of
human existence. Tenth and eleventh chapter explain how God is Supreme Power whose influence
should be recognized in our everyday Life.Chapter Twelve speaks of spiritual world which is found
only in vedic literature.I remember reading 'Our Daily Bread' booklets and having read Bible stories
& Bhagwad Gita parts, do feel that Vedic Literature stands class apart when it comes to spiritual
knowledge and it demands understanding and indepth reading.As most of vedic philosophy
scholars know, originally refer original four vedas : The Rig, Yajur, Sama and Atharva Vedas. The
book on Vedas refer to upanishads, Vedanta sutras, Brahmanas and aranyakas - all the texts
revealing knowledge whereas the remaining parts of Vedic literature consists of the Mahabharata,
Bhagwad gita, Ramayana and Puranas.

The Secret Teachings of the Vedas is a great book to look into the lofty spiritual insights of the
Vedic literature. I rarely write any such reviews, but I've been reading Knapp's books for some years
now and have always found them easy to read and understand the uplifting nature of the Vedic
philosophy. I also wanted to say that I don't understand how Henry Booth wrote in to say he was
disappointed. It's as if he took a few points he had problems with and forgot all the other significant

things in the book. Like he says Knapp believes you only go from one physical birth to another. This
is absolutely untrue since the book spends many pages dealing with the spiritual realm, along with
heaven, hell, subtle realms and subtle beings. If that is not life between physical births then what is?
Maybe he just didn't get that. Or did he really read the whole book? He also says that Knapp doesn't
buy the Big Bang theory, which he says is a proven premise. But that depends on who you talk to.
Some scientists are already saying that the Big Bang theory does not uphold the law of matter and
energy, and does not properly explain how various elements could have been created. Others feel
that the superclusters in space are not what would be expected from an explosive model like the Big
Bang, nor would the smooth nature of the background microwave radiation that is detected. So
these and other factors point out that there has to be some other explanation. So maybe there is
good reason why the Vedic literature does not support what some think is the Big Bang. So these
theories are changing, as is always the case in science. But the Vedic literature does say that the
universe is expanding, which is the premise from whcih the Big Bang theory was developed.
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